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THE president’s say
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Hello All,

Well the start to 2020 hasn’t gone to plan. With COVID-19 spreading across the globe at a rate of knots, it has left 

governments jumping on the run trying their best to contain the spread to manageable levels. In the forever changing 

landscape of our current situation (which is seemingly changing on a daily basis), the ramifications are growing. Australia 

still have people stuck on cruise ships around the world, Australians are still stuck in foreign countries trying to get back 

to their homes to be with loved ones. For those of us at home, restrictions are getting forever stricter with the locking 

down of our international border, strict quarantine measures at interstate borders for any domestic travel, shutting 

of non-essential service businesses. Interstate schools already being affected and kids dialling in from home, or school 

holidays brought forward. 

Due to the ever-increasing restrictions many businesses are closing their doors (either for good, or until this all blows 

over), we have even lost the AFL and NRL footy, so not only are we stuck at home, there’s nothing to watch on the Telly. 

It seems even camping isn’t a suitable ‘self-isolation’ option because all camp grounds and National Parks have been 

closed. The best option to help reduce the length of time it will take to get this virus under control is for all of us to do 

our part and Stay at Home except for essentials. So, I ask that you help out by playing your simple part in this deadly 

serious situation.

No doubt members will be affected with job losses due to businesses closing or slowing down due to the restrictions, 

those caring for elderly family members or those in higher risk categories and many other scenarios are all increasing 

stress, anxiety and other Mental Health concerns. Do your best to take each day as it comes and work on the things that 

you do have control over, the government is continually coming up with new measures to assist people who have come 

into hardship due to COVID-19, so hopefully some of the issues we face will be limited to a degree.

Thankfully the Northern Territory has remained a pretty safe place to be, with all our known cases having very limited 

public contact. Let’s hope our numbers remain low and everyone does what they can to limit the spread of the virus.

What can we do to pass the time that we are stuck at home alone, or with our partners, kids, parents, grand parents (or 

what ever your normal home situation looks like)? We still need to look forward to the future to provide us some hope, 

we need to reach out to friends and family outside the home to help keep our sanity (as well as checking in on them 

so they keep theirs too). So, let’s all try and think outside the box and come up with ways that we can help each other 

through the unknown. Social Media will be getting a hammering. We have our private Facebook Page, so lets all share 

content that may be of interest to our like-minded members (lets try and keep it PG). If anyone has any suggestions on 

innovative ways of staying in contact etc. then please get them out there and see if we can get some engagement within 

our membership.

Let’s use this time of uncertainty to work on future trip ideas, future event ideas, the club 50th birthday celebrations 

for next year. As mentioned planning for the future will provide some positive mental engagement and help build some 

excitement for when our lives get back to a more recognisable ‘normal’. 

Take care, and look out for one another

Stuart Wright
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General Meeting
#1
 
Date
04/03/2020
Start Time
7:00pm
Finish Time
8:11pm
Location
ARB Darwin
Attendees
Apologies
Jukes, Jay
    Minutes
  
 1. Welcome / Introductions / Apologies
  
The Chair welcomed all attendees and noted apologies. The Chair thanked Matt and the ARB crew for hosting. Welcome to 
new member Chris Blackham-Davison and returning members Bernie and Cassandra.
       
2. Minutes of previous meeting
There were no previous minutes presented.
       
3. Brief Overview / Purpose of Meeting
The purpose of this meeting is the monthly general meeting to update club members.
       
4. Review of Action Items See Task Updates
       
5. General Business
Issues with emails has been resolved and car club database has been updated.Thanks to Mickey Barrett and Graeme Steer.
Issues with banking are close to being resolved, Mickey and Start to finalise.
Stuart will have new membership cards sorted out and ready for issue by the next General Meeting.
Congratulations to Jonathan Kehler for taking on the editor role. Please make an effort to provide him with content going 
forward. Lots of pictures and stories please.
The Clubs 50th Birthday is next year. Stuart is calling for people to nominate to help put together ideas as a sub committee. 
An email regarding this will be sent out soon.
Secretary notes that all emails are now up to dat. Some people have noted they are still not recieving emails these will be 
followed up asap to trouble shoot why.
 
6. Editors Report
New design for magazine is under way. Please send ideas/ stories through to Jonathan. lots of pictures please.
 
7. Social Coordinator
Position is open. Anyone interested please let Stuart know.
 

MEETING MINUTES
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8. 4WD NT
Not much happening yet this year.
 
9. Tripping Up
First meeting held with the new sub committee on the weekend. Results:
This sat a trip will be held to Butterfly Gorge.
Next Sunday Daniel will be running a trip to somewhere.
10th to 13th April a couple of trips will be run with varying degrees of difficulty.
Anzac Day weekend Eric Boyle will be going to Mt Bundy all welcome.
Send any proposed trips through to Daniel Richardson
Keep your eye on Facebook for upcoming trips. 2-4th May Mickey will be running a trip to Old Coach Road.
6-8th June trip to Crystal Springs to be held.
Ty still trying to organise training events.Keep an eye on Facebook/ email over the next 2-3 weeks.

10. Trip Reports
Cooinda Trip held over the Valentines Day weekend. Otherwise known as the pool and pizza trip. It was a very relaxing trip 
and involved a stop at the rock carvings.
   
Gunn Point Trip held last Sunday. Mickey trashed his tyres before leaving the house. Easy trip on the beach and made it out 
to the old trays cake at Fright Point.
  
 11. Prizes and Raffles
Canteen Raffle:
ARB Stretcher Bed prize. Lucky winner was Shan Sherlock.
Members Draw: Meat tray. People drawn were Stephen Whinfield, John McClement, Stuart Wright, Baydon Fawcett, and the 
lucky winner John Sherlock.
 
12. Butchers Award
Prize is a Picnic Backpack care of Anaconda.
Daniel nominated Bohdi Neeve for a blown motor at Gunn point. Daniel brought car trailer all the way out with no invite on 
the trip and turns out it was only one injector that was the issue.
Mickey nominated Ray for multiple flat tyres on the Gunn point trip and covering himself in sand trying to fix them.
Daniel nominated Mickey for speeds all over the place in the land cruiser blamed on the difficulty level of maintaining a 
steady speed. Frustrated Daniel had to overtake and leave him behind.
Lucky winner was Bodhi Neeve.
 
13. General Comments
Is anyone interested in a Simpson Dessert Trip? 2-3 week trip to be held soon.

14. Next Meeting
The next meeting will be held at LOCATION on DATE
 
15. Close
The meeting was closed at 8:11pm

Task
         1-1 New
Membership Cards
Membership cards to be printed ready for distribution at next general meeting.
Wright, Stuart
01/04/2020

Toyota Landcruiser Club Darwin - 2020-03-15 - 10:44
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WHERE DO WE MEET IN APRIL

In line with the Federal guidance and as you probably expected by now, the Committee team has decided to 
defer our team meetings until further notice. Hopefully this situation will resolve in the near future but 
as we have all been told, this is a marathon and not a sprint. 

We wish you all a lot of strength and resilience during this very difficult time. We look forward to seeing 
you all again soon and going for a drive. 

The Committee team
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you will reach the public Facebook 
page

you will be able to request to join the 
closed group. A page administrator 
from the club will then accept your 
request to join the page if you are a 
club member. This is the most active 

of the two pages.

Don’t forget members are also entitled to join the national TLCC discussion forum. There is a 
link our the web site and the address is http:// tlcc.ipbhost.com/. This discussion forum is only 
open to TLCC members. To obtain a login, apply via the website.

Another popular forum for Toyota owners is Landcruiser Owners Online http://www.lcool.org. 

It has sections for a range of different Toyota 4WD’s. This is a moderated forum that you need to 
apply to join. Instructions are on their web site.

TOYOTA LANDCRUISER 
CLUB DARWIN

WHERE TO FIND US

TLCC DARWIN HAS TWO FACEBOOK PAGES. IF YOU LOG INTO FACE-
BOOK AND SEARCH FOR:

TOYOTA LANDCRUISER 
CLUB DARWIN

(CLOSED GROUP)
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 TRIPS & EVENTS

Please be advised that trips and events announced in this publication are subject to change 
or cancellation at the Trip Leaders discretion. Please check our online Calendar, contact the 
Trip Leader or secretary for the latest information on trips and events. Please make sure you 
advise the Trip Leader at least one week prior to the trip/event if you wish to attend. This is 
for club insurance purposes and to help the Trip Leader plan the trip/event, at this time you 
will be advised of the meeting place and time of departure.

For a full and up to date trip list refer to the TLCC members calendar and elsewhere in this 
magazine

Want to go for a drive, whole day out or a weekend away?

Not sure where to go or how to get there?

Contact the Tripping Up Committee and let us know!

We have a wide range of places to go and things to do, ranging from fun in the mud to chal- 
lenging treks along historic trails. We’ll help you get where you want to go!

Trips will also be advertised on the Closed Group (Members only) Facebook page.
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MEMBERSHIP

Membership Fees:

Single Membership:

Family Membership

Associate Membership:

Joining Fee: $25.00

(A once off fee for new memberships)

Single Membership: $70.00 p.a.

Family Membership: $90.00 p.a.

Associate Membership: $50.00 p.a. Single and Family

membership pro- rata rates apply
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 GUIDLINES FOR MAGAZINE CONTENT

Please submit all content to be published in the Magazine to editor@tlccdarwin.com.au or to 
Jonathan Kehler via Facebook Messenger, Phone 0426204544 ASAP to be sure it will make the 
next Publication. The deadline for all content is the Monthly General Meeting, as we endeavour 
to publish the Emag within 2 weeks after the General Meeting for your perusal.

• Take your photos on a high resolution setting and submit as large a file as practical and please 
remember to include details with your photos. I.E. Where, what trip and who was involved;

• Submit trip reports by e-mail or messenger. All efforts are made to keep your original format 
however stories may need to be modified to fit on the page. We strive to make this publication 
both as informative and entertaining as possible and rely on members submissions to fill the 
pages, if you want to see new content in the EMAG- please let us know!

OR - Bring your photos to the next meeting on a USB thumb drive and the editor will copy con-
tents to her/his computer.

Photos from the month’s trips will be displayed using a projector during the montly meetings.



TRIP:  GUNN POINT N.T.

- Location: Gunn Point N.T.
- Trip Leader: Mickey B.
- Date: 01/03/2020
- Trip: Day trip
- Number of cars: 4
- Number of people: 10
- Duration: 10am to 5pm
- Grade: 2

Trip Report:
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There were however some big pud-
dles to cross. John lost his license 
plate in one of them...

We explored a few tracks, all were 
surpisingly dry given the rain we had 
the days prior. 

Raj had a flat tire which starts the 
discussion: 
Since Denis changes tires, did his 
curse move to Raj? Only time will 
tell...

It was quite an effort to change the 
tire under the afteroon sun with no 
shade around the car. Raj enjoyed 
a well deserved break in a nearby 

   13
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General Meeting:  4/03/2020

THANKS TO THE ARB AND THE TLCC DARWIN TEAM, OUR MARCH 

2020 MEETING TOOK PLACE AT THE BRAND NEW DARWIN ARB FLAG-

SHIP STORE.

AFTER AN AMAZING BBQ, WE VISITED THE STORE AND WORKSHOP.

THE MONTHLY MEETING TOOK PLACE IN ARB’S MEETING ROOM.

JOHN SHERLOCK WON THE MEMBER DRAW AND SHAN SHERLOCK 

WAS THE LUCKY WINNER FOR THE CANTEEN RAFFLE AND WON AN 

ARB STRETCHER BED!

BODHI NEAVE WON THE BUTCHERS AWARD FOR NEEDING CLUB AS-

SISTANCE AFTER BLOWING AN INJECTOR ON THE WAY BACK FROM 

GUNN POINT.



Shan was the lucky winner of the 
Canteen Raffle and won an ARB 
stretcher bed.

The meeting took place in ARB’s 
meeting room. 

After the BBQ we all went for a guid-
ed tour trough the ARB warhouse & 
Workshop.

Having the brand new ARB sotre pri-
vatised for the club was an awesome 
moment!
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Nominees:
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BUTCHERS AWARD MARCH 2020

Rajeshkannan Gurusamy

Bodhi Neave

Mickey Barratt

For blowing a tire at Gunn Point and taking over 
Denis infamous Tire Curse

For needing Club Assistance after blowing his injectors on 
the way back from Gunn Point. ( Special thanks to Daniel )

For speeds all over the place in his land cruiser. Blamed  
the difficulty level of maintaining a steady speed.
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Bodhi Neave

Butchers Award

March2020

For needing Club Assistance after blowing his injectors 

on the way back froM Gunn Point. 

Note:
This event didn’t occur during an official club trip, its eligibility and the eligibility criteria for the 
Butchers Award will be discussed at the next Committee Meeting and will be clarified to the Club 
in due course.



TRIP:  Adelaide River N.T
 

- Location: Adelaide River
- Trip Leader: Jonathan K.
- Date: 07/03/2020
- Trip: Day trip
- Number of cars: 9
- Number of people: 12
- Duration: 8am to 5pm
- Grade: Originaly 2, turned into 4/5...
- Trip Report written by Stuart Wright   
  

Trip Report:

OK, well it looks like I was the last to get to the meeting point so you have to put 
up with my version of events.

We all met at Noonamah Petrol Station for an 8am departure (well I got there 
at 8am, others seemingly camped the night so they didn’t have to write the trip 
report).

We got on the road and headed down the Stuart Highway to the Adelaide River 
township, no dramas on the trip down, so we head straight through and tackled 
Telstra Hill to commence the days off-roading. The bitumen up the hill has been 
washing away for years and the last wet season has seen a couple of larger wash-
outs forming, nothing to stop you, but you do need to watch your line to remain 
safe. Once at the top, we all aired down ready for a fun day on the tracks. One car 
(100 series) had a overheating light come up on the dash, which we hoped was 
just because of sitting idle for a while, there was no mention of this later in the 
day, so I assume there were no major issues.
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The fisrt river crossing was about 40-
50CM deep.

We deflated our tires at the begining 
of the track. We were all expecting a 
lot of mud but during the first half of 
the day, everything was quite dry. 

We decided to explore the river and 
had lunch in an amazing spot.

Just after lunch, it didn’t take long 
before the first ones started getting 
bogged.
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We headed off along the ridgeline track towards Orchid Creek. This track was 
dry and easy to navigate, even though it is early March, I was pretty confident 
the tracks would be passable, however we were advised that Adelaide River re-
ceived 100mm of rain overnight, which was going to make it interesting once we 
headed to the lower section of the trip. We meandered through the track at a 
relaxed pace, it was easy going but enjoyable at the same time. We kept going 
until we go to the big downhill decent to the lower creeks, where we got out and 
stretched our legs, investigated the downhill track and some had a bite to eat. Af-
ter the short break, everyone jumped back into their vehicles and we headed off 
down hill one by one. The downhill track was in pretty good order, so everyone 
made it down without incident.

Once on the lower track, we headed South to check out Hilux Creek. The creek 
entrance was very overgrown and a large tree was blocking the usual track in, 
however a bypass track had already been made by a previous group, so we were 
able to head into the creek area which was lovely and shaded, so we all stopped 
for a wander around and people made up their lunch (some fancier than others, 
with cheese, biscuits and salami for Jonathan, Curry left overs for Raj, sandwiches 
for others and just ham and cheese rolls for my lot. The usual creek course had 
some water flowing, however the level was no different to what I have previously 
seen, after a bit of an explore and relaxation, we headed back out the creek to 
see what the rest of the lower track had to offer.

We back tracked to the hill we came down but carried on North on the Lower 
track heading towards our final off-road destination being the Adelaide River 
Dump. Sections of this track looked to be a little wet, but all in all it was firm easy 
going most of the way. Well that was if you stayed on the track. I was in the front 
half of vehicles when there was a call over the radio saying the back half were 
having difficulties through a section. We all stopped and waited, as they stated 
they had enough people to sort it out. We waited, and waited and waited, then 
I decided to walk back long the track to see what was causing the delay. When 
I got there, Dennis was winching himself (assisted by others after becoming 
bogged on the side of the track, on further investigation, it seems he originally 
got bogged on the other side of the track, then on winching himself free, kept 
going on an angle and so proceeded to get bogged on the other side of the 
track, which is when I found them…….. So Dennis was free finally…… again……. 
That just left Matt P to go through. He asked me what he should do, I scratched 
my head, looked at the track in front of him and said put it in gear and stay on 
the track, he followed my precise directions perfectly and had no issues navigat-
ing the smooth, flat and firm track which most of us had already made it passed 
without incident. Matt S gave me a lift on his side step back to front group, on my 
walk down to meet them, I didn’t notice the track had overhanging branches and 
trees, however, standing on Matt’s side step, he made sure I knew where every 
one of them were on the trip back, my back was used several times to protect his 
paint from pinstripes. However, Karma was coming.
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A picture tells a thousand words...

This was the first obstacle we encountered after lunch.
Raj standing in the middle of a river showing how deep it was.
Stuart was brave enough to volunteer and drive through it first.
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Following the lower track, we thought it enevitable to eventually find some tricky 
spots, these did prove to be few and far between, however we did find a creek 
crossing that took a good 2 hours to get all vehicles through. Jonathan was lead-
ing and came to the creek crossing first, wisely stopping and getting out to in-
vestigate, we all got out and checked what was ahead, it seemed everyone was 
waiting for the next to be the one to check the depth, Graeme took the honours 
and proceeded to wade into the creek, his attempts to keep the contents of his 
shorts pockets dry ending in vain quickly as he disappeared up to his belly in a 
deep hole only about 3 meters into the creek. The creek crossing would have 
been approx. 80m in total, with a small island of track in between 2x deep sec-
tions of water. We decided not to take any chances and prepared each vehicle for 
recovery before starting each crossing. I ended up being the first to attempt the 
crossing as I was the first in line with a winch to pull myself forward in the unlikely 
scenario that I would get stuck. With a snatch strap already connected to the rear, 
a tree truck protector around a suitable tree in front, I attempted part 1 of the 
crossing. Well……….. I got stuck. Thanks to the prep work, I didn’t spend too 
much time in the deep stuff, however, my kids were quick to be yelling at me that 
there feet were in water. Thankfully, the winch worked without issue and the ve-
hicle was pulled to the refuge of a higher section of track out of the water. Once 
the water was drained from the vehicle, I attempted the second part of the creek 
crossing, I had already walked it all and knew that the second section was longer 
and still quite deep in sections, so I gave it some more momentum in the hope 
not to get stuck this time. It worked and I made it through and out the other side, 
opened the car up to let any of the water back out while I ran back to help the 
next vehicle. 

The first section of creek crossing was unavoidable, however after the first 2x cars, 
we decided to detour a section of the second water section for the remainder of 
the vehicles (oh except for Dennis). I can’t remember the exact order, however, 
Graeme’s right foot and his 100 series made light work of both and quite simply 
made me look like an amateur. Jonathan also was able to navigate both cross-
ings successfully, before coming back and assisting with the rest of us. Neale and 
Tanya were looking apprehensive as they lined up for their turn, they hadn’t at-
tempted a water crossing in the red machine before and this was quite a crossing 
for a baptism. After receiving some direction and encouragement, they dropped 
into the creek and with a good bit of momentum, some good driving (and being 
lighter would also have been an advantage), they made it to the pause point. Af-
ter taking time to breath, Neale was off again for the second section, which once 
again he made it through nicely. 
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Stuart was the first to cross the river 
which happened to be the main 
challenge of the day. It took a few 
hours for all of us the make it.

The total length of the crossing was 
about 80M devided in two deep 
sections, with an island in between.

Stuart and Graeme were in charge of 
the winching operation. 

At its deepest, the crossing was 
about 1.20m.
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During this time Dennis realised that his tree trunk protector must have still been 
wrapped around a tree back where he was practicing winch recoveries just off 
the track earlier on in the trip, so he high tailed it back to pick it up whilst waiting 
for his turn to cross. Now it was Dennis’s turn to tackle the creek crossing, with all 
prep work done, he ploughed into the creek, but only got as far as I did before 
coming to a stop, however some behind him believe that he made some even 
deeper holes in the creek with his rear locker and right foot even though he re-
mained stationary. Anyway, thankfully he gave him self winch practice earlier on 
the trip and was able to put that experience to good use in winching himself out 
of the creek. After disconnecting from the tree after the first section, being told 
to stay right, off Dennis went, straight ahead (did I mention that he was told to 
stay right), with Graeme standing in the creek section that wasn’t being used, he 
found himself running for dear life to get out of the way of the rampaging Prado 
of Dennis. Dennis was stopping for nobody, so it was a good thing that Graeme 
must have had previous experience in Aqua Aerobics, as that would have been 
the only thing to save him from being run over. 

Gary came through and proceeded to get stuck in the first section, by this time 
Graeme had set his vehicle up in a position for an extended winch set up to help 
recover the vehicles without winches. Gary was winched to the midway point and 
then made it through the second section nicely. However, on inspecting his ve-
hicle on the other side, he found some panel/side step damage on the left side 
of his vehicle from rubbing along the left side of the track of the first section of 
crossing. Matt P, Raj and Matt S all followed; however, Matt S was unfortunate 
enough to also receive some panel damage to his left passenger door through 
the creek crossing (did I mention Karma was coming earlier?). 

After everyone had made it through, most had some amount of water enter their 
vehicles, a couple of alternator lights were beaming from 2 of the vehicles and a 
bit of panel damage to a couple of vehicles, we pressed on, because we were still 
in the middle of a large creek bed, with more water to follow. I got through the 
next section of water (more of a big puddle), but the next vehicle got bogged, 
so we snatched him out to free him. Others had been investigating other options 
in getting out of the creek bed, I directed Neale to another track around what I 
had been through and he made it through nicely, others found another path with 
some having success, while others relied on help from others to make it through. 
Finally, after about 2 hours, he had all made it through the creek. 

I was still dreading what was to come at the swamp near the end of the track, as 
I have previously had the pleasure of being bogged axle deep in black stuff just 
100m from the bitumen, so I wasn’t looking forward to what was coming. The 
next section of track was nice and firm and we made up some of the lost time, 
until we go to some long sections of water, we had made it to the swap near the 
dump. Thankfully, as it would turn out, the track the leaders chose had a firm 
base all the way and apart from slipping and sliding by some, everyone was able 
to make it through the long sections of water. 
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We made it back on the main road 
around 4pm.  

Beeing first in line... some of the 
long grass were well above the roof.  
I had to walk a few sections as the 
track was completley covered.

The track we were on followed the left side of the swamp (unlike the previous trip 
which some how went straight though the middle), this track proved to be much 
friendlier and we all followed the fence line of the dump to the welcoming arms 
of the bitumen. By the time we aired up it was about 6pm, I was one that was 
heading straight home, but I believe a couple stopped in at Adelaide River for a 
drink. 
My kids were very well behaved all day, so were rewarded with Maccas for dinner 
on the way home. 
Thank you to Jonathan for leading the trip and thanks to everyone who joined in 
to make it another rememberable trip.

N.B. On cleaning my vehicle the next day, we noticed that my front numberplate 
had decided to depart the vehicle (assuming somewhere in the creek). So, Mon-
day I ordered a replacement through MVR, they told me to print out the receipt 
that they emailed me and leave in my car in case someone questioned me on 
not having a number plate. I’m glad I did, because the next day I was pulled over 
at a random breath test station on the way to work and sure enough the officer 
had noticed my missing plate. I was able to say that I lost it while 4WDing on 
the weekend and that I had already ordered a replacement and showed him my 
receipt. He said “well done, that’s exactly how it should be done, you wouldn’t 
believe some of the stories people try and come up with” and let me on my way. 
I am still without a front number plate and who knows how long I will be waiting 
now.
Stuart Wright
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4WD Talk March 2020

The future of 4wd is heading to electric 
with 3 big players.

How will this impact modern day 
4wdriving & overlanding?

 26  

4WD TALK

DON’T KNOW WHAT TO TELL YOUR FELLOW 4WD FRIENDS? 

ON 4WD TALK WE’LL BRING YOU A TRENDY SUBJECT EVRY MONTH.
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The Tesla Cybertruck is 
by far the most talked-
about electric pickup 
in 2019. However, Riv-
ian is expected to hit 
hard in 2020/1, with 
financial support from 
giants such as Amazon 
or Ford. And like Tesla, 
Rivian is preparing its 
share of crazy options, 
including the latest: 
Tank Turn mode!
There isn’t a lot of in-
formation about the  
Hummer but it is clear-
ly GM’s response to its 
competitors.

TOPIC QUESTIONS:

- Electric 4WD and water?

- Range and recharge in remote Australia? 

- Will Australia offer financial rebates for electric vehicules? 

- Long-term reliability? 

- 4WDriving with endless tork and power?
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TRIP LEADER’S GUIDE 
FOR SHORT TRIPS

LEADING TRIPS IS AN IMPORTANT TASK THAT CLUB MEMBERS UNDERTAKE. THIS GUIDE 

HAS BEEN DEVELOPED TO HELP TRIP LEADERS UNDERSTAND THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF A 

TRIP LEADER. CONTACT THE TRIPPING-UP COORDINATOR WITH ANY QUERIES.

Initial Interest & Trip Coordination

· Contact Tripping-up coordinator (tripping@tlccdarwin.
com.au) or any member of the tripping-up committee if 
you are interested in running a trip.

· Discuss the trip concept and location, if previous trips 
have been run in this area and if there are any electronic 
maps, trip summary sheets or other useful information.

· Check whether preparation is required for trip (eg per-
mits, keys, advance recon). Your committee member will 
assist you in this requirement.

· Fill in the on-line Trip Proposal Form (http://www.tlccdar-
win.com.au/trips.html). This will automatically email the 
Tripping Coordinator who will then ensure an email is sent 
out to all club members with trip de- tails:

* Meeting time, date, place duration *

* Trip destination

* Trip grade and description

* Vehicle requirements

* Trip Leader contact name, phone number, email

* What to bring (eg overnight gear, recovery equipment 
etc) Meeting Point and Departure

· Meeting times and location should be organised at a 
convenient location for people travelling from different 
locations and a time to suit the amount of travel/trip 

involved (usual locations include Reidy’s Lur- es for east-
bound (Arnhem Hwy) trips and McDonalds Coolalinga or 
Noonamah United for southbound trips)

· Give briefing at start of trip as per the Trip Briefing (next 
page)

· Fill in the trip form including names and vehicle registra-
tions of participants; you may elect to ask indi- viduals on 
arrival at the meeting point to complete the form for you. 
A clipboard is useful for this.

· Ask for a nomination to write a trip report and ask them 
to submit their report to editor (editor@tlccdarwin.com.
au) by the following weekend.

· Remind and encourage people who are taking photos 
that the club has both Photobucket and Facebook sites to 
upload photos for all to share.

· Arrange for someone to record GPS track of trip and 
send to the Information Manager (infoman@tlccdarwin.
com.au) by the following weekend.

Completion and Return

· Contact the Tripping-up Coordinator to advise safe ar-
rival home

· Complete the Post Trip form (http://www.tlccdarwin.
com.au/post_trip_report.html) which will then be emailed 
automatically to the Secretary (secretary@tlccdarwin.com.
au)
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THIS IS A GUIDELINE TO WHAT SHOULD BE DISCUSSED AND ORGANISED AT THE MEETING 

POINT,  ALSO ADDITIONAL POINTS THAT WILL HELP TO ENSURE THAT ALL PARTICIPANTS 

HAVE AN ENJOYABLE AND SAFE TRIP.

• Tail End Charlie to be appointed

• UHF channel 10 normally used

• All vehicles to observe road rules

• Leave minimum three seconds to between each vehicle 
– at least double this in wet weather or difficult conditions

• Each vehicle is to maintain position in the convoy and 
not pass trip leader

• Vehicles leaving convoy to inform Tail End Charlie

• At intersections and obstacles each vehicle must indi-
cate and ensure the vehicle behind has negotiated the 
intersection or obstacle before proceeding

• On steep/slippery hills, vehicle in front to reach crest 
before following vehicles commences climb or de- scent

• In river crossings, where possible, no two vehicles to be 
in water at the same time

• Gates to be left as found

For recoveries:
* Trip leader to appoint a recovery leader

* Safety to be highest priority

* No one to be no less than 1 1⁄2 lengths away from 
snatch straps and winch cables

* All trip participants have the responsibility to ensure 
that any recovery equipment used during recovery 
oper- ations on a club trip is designed, manufactured and 
rated for recovery purposes. All equipment used is to be 
stamped or carry the manufacturers tag stipulating the 
safe recovery rating of the item of equipment.

* All vehicles must carry their own recovery equipment 
consistent with the grade of the trip including: tow strap, 
snatch strap, shovel and hand or electric winch

* Rated recovery points must be fitted to all vehicles front 
and rear

• All trip participants are to comply with the directions 
of the trip leader or the appointed recovery coordina- 
tor unless safety would be compromised. Any member 
observing an unsafe practice or unsafe equipment has the 
responsibility to alert the trip leader or recovery coordina-
tor who is to halt the recovery operation until the practice 
or equipment is made safe.

• All drivers are responsible for their passengers

• Members inviting visitors on trips are responsible for 
them

• Members and visitors attending Club activities will abide 
by the decisions and directions of the trip leader for the 
safety of those attending, in respect of route to be taken, 
convoy procedure, fire precautions, care and respect of 
private property and dangerous weapons and materials.

Members are discouraged from taking dogs on club trips. 
The Trip Leader may allow dogs however:

* Dogs must not be taken into restricted areas such as 
national parks, unless approval has been sought from the 
landowner/National Parks

* The animal must be under control at all times

* The owner of the animal accepts sole responsibility for 
the animal and its actions

* TLCC Darwin will in no way be held liable for any dam-
ages caused by or any actions taken by the animal.

TRIP BRIEFING & SAFETY



Before the trip:

On the day:

Trip Briefing:

Convoy procedures:

Important:
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Obtain maps. If possible recce the trip and ask someone 
who has done it before.

Conduct a trip briefing, nominate scribe for the trip re-
port., arrange convoy positions including Tail End Charlie.

Check all present, introduce your- self, new members, visi-
tors, etc. Describe trip in general and de- scribe any diffi-
cult or specific points in detail and planned stops.

If you have suggested trips or would like to lead a trip, 
please see the trip coordinator at the next general meet-
ing. These are held on the first Wednesday of every 
month.

Trip leader to appoint “Tail End Charlie” and UHF Channel 
10. Observe road rules at all times. Leave at least 4 vehicle 
lengths between you and the vehicle in front. All vehicles 
are responsible for the following vehicle at turn offs, road 
crossings, and negotiat- ing obstacles.

Always maintain convoy position, except in unavoidable 
circum- stances. No vehicle is to pass the Trip Leader un-
less in an emer- gency. Vehicles leaving a 4WD convoy for 
any reason must in- form the Trip Leader and “Tail End 
Charlie.”

READY TO GO?



Grade 1:

Grade 2:

Grade 3:

Grade 4:

Grade 5:
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Very easy with little if any 4X4 involvement. Will usually 
consist of a scenic tour or an easy trip to a camp and/or 
towing unlikely.

A relatively moderate 4X4 trip with winching and/or towing 
unlikely.

A medium 4X4 trip which requires cautions whilst driving. 
Winching and/or towing should not be required.

A moderately difficult 4X4 trip with some winching and/or 
towing almost a certainty.

An extremely difficult 4X4 trip. Participants must be experi- 
enced at travelling over difficult terrain. Winching and/or 
towing will definitely be required and participants must 
have all their own recovery equipment.

Remember to lock and unlock your hubs!

Your vehicle should be fitted with towing points, painted 
yellow front and rear.

A GRADING SYSTEM OF LEVELS 1-5 IS USED TO ASSIST MEMBERS IN DE- CIDING WHICH 

TRIPS THEY WOULD EN- JOY AND WHICH GRADE SUITS THE DRIVERS EXPERIENCE AND 

ABILITY.  THIS SYSTEM OF GRADING IS A GUIDE ONLY AND MAY CHANGE DUE TO WEATHER 

CONDITIONS. THE TRIP LEADER SHOULD BE CONSULTED IN SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES.

TRIP GRADE



Hill Climbs:

River Crossing:

Properties:

Recoveries:

When climbing a 4WD hill allow vehicle in front to get over the 
crest of the hill before you attempt to follow.

No two vehicles should be in the water at any one time.

All gates are to be left as found!

In the event of a recovery or ac- cident, the Trip Leader to ap- 
point a “Recovery Boss.” Vehi- cles to keep well clear of opera- 
tion. When winches or snatch straps are being used, all per- sons 
are to stand well clear of cables and straps (at least 1.5 lengths, to-
tal cables and straps in use, in all directions is recom- mended), or 
remain in own ve- hicle. If you require the vehicle in front to stop, 
use radio, switch lights on and off or use horn.

All drivers are responsible for their passengers at all times. Visi-
tors on club trips are the re- sponsibility of the people who invited 
them, but the Trip Leader should make sure that all visitors are 
conversant with these con- voy procedures.

All vehicles must carry their own recovery equipment, con- sistent 
with the grade of the trip, which should consist of towing rope, 
strap, winch or turfor etc., and shovel.

Trip Leader may make any other conditions for his particular trip 
at his own discretion. He must in- form all participants of his inten- 
tions before leaving.
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OFFROAD
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ENJOY AND BE SAFE!
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Committee Members
-President: Stuart Wright

-Vice President: Mickey Barratt

-Public Officer: Terry Maynard

-Secretary: Duncan Harrison

-Treasurer: Dawn Richardson

-Fellowship Officer: Bohdi Neave & Kat Wessling

-Trip Coordinator: Daniel Richardson

-Social Coordinator: Dawn Richardson

-Editor: Jonathan Kehler

-Web Manager: Graeme Steer

-Information Manager: Graeme Steer

-Social Media Coordinator: Stuart Wright

-Training Coordinator:Tighe McIntyre

-Club Historian: Derek McCarthy

-Property Officer: Stuart Wright

-Merchandise Officer: Stuart Wright
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-General Committee Member: Bohdi Neave

-General Committee Member: Gary Huckle

-General Committee Member: [vacant]

-General Committee Member: [vacant]

-Trip Committee Member: Graeme Steer

-Trip Committee Member: Matt Stillman

-Trip Committee Member: Mickey Barratt

-Training Committee Member: [vacant]

-Training Committee Member: [vacant]

-Training Committee Member: [vacant]

-Social Committee Member: [vacant]

-Social Committee Member: [vacant]

-4WDNT Delegate: John McClement

-4WDNT Delegate: Tony Virgen
 
-4WDNT Delegate: [vacant]

-4WDNT Delegate: [vacant]
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